
 
 

TEACHING PHILOSOPHY 

 

I organize the classroom as a think tank; a place where we expand our interests towards art as 

an interdisciplinary study. I continually encourage all Majors to invest time in understanding artistic 

practices that include similar interests that mirror their own studies.   

I am responsible for navigating these students past their preconceived notions of what art is. I 

instill in my students the opportunity to constantly express their opinions. This creates an active 

classroom that is essential to our exploration of the liberal arts and students’ personal investigations.  

My classroom is a transformative place for continual dialogue. A study of free inquiry allows the 

college students to explore self taught lessons in comfort during an intimate experience. My role in the 

classroom is to help students navigate vast amount of information and discover how a work of art is a 

conduit to our exterior world. 

Our discovery in the act of making art begins with a discussion about our interests. As an 

example, to detail a concept of conscious I might guide students to examine the science of the mind and 

mental health, as well current maps of the brain activity. We then also look at images of sacred 

geometry in history, paired with models of atoms and discussions of atomic philosophy. Now, is a work 

of art that examines conscious best made in an orient pattern design? What material is best to use for a 

such design structure? Is the material we choose ephemeral, physical, or digital and what processes are 

involved in expressing our concept? These questions are in line to what we share in our collaborative 

atmosphere. Especially during self study which instills my students with confidence to manifest their 

thoughts into a reality.  

This form of inquiry is always an enlightening experience to myself as well the students. They 

advance their knowledge in an additional field by seeing art that incorporates ideas that explore content 

that is similar to their own interests. This interdisciplinary study environment leads them to analyze not 

only the process of making art, but into a new way of living and learning so robust as to enhance their 

reality. 


